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Ki Tissa
" Parshat PArAh"
There are three key phrases,representing three fundamental
concepts,in this week's Sidrah. They are 'pekidah,,counting;
'machtzis'
a half., fragment or part of the whole; and finally
'kaporah,'atonement which
is linked to cleansingand purification, the theme of ParshatParahwhich is frequently the reading
from the second SeferTorah this Shabbos.
The counting of |ews was done through the "machtzis
hashekel," the half-shekel,and its purposewas to ',make atonement for your souls",l a strangerationale for a censusl In this
particular case, unlike the offerings given for the Mishkan, aIL
must give equally-"the rich shall not give more and the poor
shall not give less." Equality and interdependenceseem to be
the lesson we should learn from these two stipulations-a half
shekel not a whole and equal giving. Let us delve a bit more
deeply into this fascinating method of counting fews and its
purpose.
Rabbi SamsonRaphaelHirsch, in his commentary on Torah,
observes that to be counted means to be ranged under one
idea, to be a bearerof that idea and ideal. Mere existence is not
man's goal, it is not enough, there must be meaning, and
meaning comesonly when one is an integral part of the wholeof a people and nation. However, only through giving, doing,
sharing, contributing, does one gain the right to be counted.
And yet to be "counted in," to be a member of 'Klal Yisroel'
is to realize that you are only a fragment, apatt, a "machtzis"
and precisely at that point you need 'atonement/ for who is so
perfect and complete to be considered as a member of this
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"kingdom of priests and holy people?" Only he who recognizes
his dependence upon the K'lal and his incomplete, imperfect
status. But once he understands and accepts this idea he then
becomes part of those counted by G-d and takes his place in
G-d's registry, out of the meaningless crowd into the noble
circle of Israel, though only a fragment. In this manner his soul
indeed finds atonement with G-d and his fellow fews.
We can now understand why the rich and poor must give
the same amount. Although no two men are alike and there
are vast differences between |ews in temperament, intelligence
an{ character, still everyone is an integral, necessary,vital part
of the whole and this knowledge grants each one of us a sense
of worth and value, which the individual desperately needs
lest he be absorbedcompletely into the K'lal and lose his private
identity. This is the delicate balancewe must strike, to retain
our individuality while submerging our ego to the t'zibur-the
community. Alone we are vulnerable and exposed. Alt this is
symbolized in the process of counting |ews through the halfshekel which grants us atonement, protection and security.
This is the significance of the spirit of equality coupled with
that of interdependence which we mentioned above.
What is the challenge of the |ewish way of.counting. Each
one of us is challenged to rcalize his potential, develop it,
recognize his worth and then, willingly and ioyfully, share his
talents and unique gifts with the K'lal. However, we can only
do this by studying G-d's Torah, thereby illuminating our
minds and activating our powers for the sake of Israel. These
study of Torah
are the dynamics of |udaism-/imudToruh-the
of its mitzvos. It is fasand-shemitas mitzvos-fulfillment
'shekolim'
cinating to note that the numerical equivalent of
and'talmud'are the same-i.e. 480! Does this not tell us that
only through'Talmud Toruh' can we bring our shekolim
today-when there is no Temple.2 Each of us can only contribute a partt a'machtzis' , of what is demanded from heaven but
together we can insure not only the survival of Torah, but its
trilrmphant victory as well. Let us all be worthy to be counted
in G-d's registry.
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FOOTNOTES
l. Shmos30:15
2. Berachoth 8a
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